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To obtain a CE Certificate for the time you spent
watching this webinar:
1.
2.

Watch this entire webinar.
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3.
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or join NAADAC.

4.
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Webinar Learning Objectives

Using GoToWebinar – (Live Participants Only)

§

Control Panel

§

Asking Questions

§

Audio (phone preferred)

§

Polling Questions

1
Experience the
calming, soothing, and
focusing effects of
mindfulness practice

2
Learn specific ways to
introduce, teach, and
track the effectiveness
of mindfulness practice
with clients

3
Learn how mindfulness
practice can be applied
in 3 specific areas of
addiction treatment

Webinar Presenter

Beverly Rivard, LCSW, MAC
Creative Counseling Solutions
beverly@beverlyscreativecounselingsolutions.com
www.beverlyscreativecounselingsolutions.com

Using the power of the brain to build a better life
Beverly Rivard, LCSW, MAC

* 1-I am aware of subtle emotional and

physiological changes as they happen within
me

* 2-I intentionally stop at least a couple of times
a day just to check in with myself.

* 3- I use meditation to manage work-related
stress.

*
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* 12 and 13th century-Zen tradition in Japan- sitting ,
walking, breathing

Rick Hanson- “the practice of knowing what’s
happening in the mind without getting
hijacked by it”

* Mystics of all religions throughout human historyprayer, contemplation- Judaism, Buddhism,
Christianity

Shapiro and Carlson- “the awareness that
arises out of intentionally paying attention in
an open, kind, and discerning way…the nonjudgmental, moment by moment awareness of
our thoughts, feelings, body sensations, and
surrounding environment”

* Mid 20th century-Eastern practices introduced to
West- yoga, tai chi, qigong, TM

* 1960’s-Humanistic movement- human values

Jon Kabat-Zinn- “resting in the moment…living
your life as if it really matters, moment by
moment by moment”

*2000-mindfulness applied to new fields-

for the Client:

1.

medicine, psychology, neuroscience,
education, business

2.

*Happiness research supports mindfulness-

3.

reduces stress, cultivates well-being and
happiness;

4.
5.

*2011- Meta-analysis of MBSR research-

6.

relieves physical pain, anxiety, depression

Manage Triggers- physical
and emotional
Reality check-value actual
present moment
Hope and trust-savor small
moments
Calmness- reduce impulsive
behavior
Clear mind-better
judgment
Self- compassionforgiveness

for the Practitioner:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Build tolerance and
resilience
Model calmness-create
safety
Pause- reset mind, body,
emotions
Focus on present- empathy,
genuineness
Savor the good-build
happiness
Trust the process-release
over-responsibility

1.

Cravings (physical or emotional) tap into “fight or flight”
response- lead to impulsive reactions

2.

Addictive substances “hijack” the part of the brain that is wired
for protection and survival- reactions become more urgent and
extreme

3.

“Habit loops” (for protection or relief) get stored in long-term
memory- become triggers for using

4.

Addiction enhances mind wandering, a “dangerous place to go”
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* Rick Hanson- Buddha’s Brain, Just One Thing,

Hardwiring Happiness, Foundations of Well-Being

* Monkey Mind- thoughts naturally jump from branch

to branch- made worse by addiction, ADHD, anxiety,
depression

* Sticky Thoughts- Velcro for negative thoughts

(default to primitive brain) and Teflon for positive
thoughts (adapt to rewards)

1-Regulation of the nervous system- off red
alert to clearer thinking
2-Ability to respond instead of reactobservation without judgment, more options
3-Emotional balance-smaller emotional
peaks and valleys
4-Management of stress-reduces symptoms,
builds resilience

* Oxytocin-the “cuddle hormone”-naturally

reduces cortisol and increases caring feelings

* Vagus nerve- the “love nerve”-stimulates
empathy, connection, lovingkindness

* The Rat Park experiment- Hari and Alexanderself acceptance and social connection aid
recovery

5-Development of insight-without stress, answers
appear
6-Empathy and compassion-less urgency makes room
for caring
7-Intuition-quiet mind allows listening to “gut”
feelings

* HALT and the pre-frontal cortex-Brewer-”

riding out” urges and cravings relieves prefrontal fatigue

* Relapse Prevention-mindfulness more effective
than cognitive therapy or treatment as usual

* The 17 second rule-overrides negative mind set
and builds positive expectation

*Brain Research
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* Pre-contemplation- move from mindlessness and

mind clutter to clarity in order to see the problem
more realistically
* Contemplation- use with MI to replace guilt and
shame with acceptance, responsibility, and
lovingkindness
* Preparation- strengthen self-management, inspires
creative solutions, and build self-efficacy
* Action-form new neural pathways, increase positive
emotions, improve ability to think before acting,
develop pro-social behaviors

* Maintenance- increase resilience and flexibility,
develop personal strength, encourage selfdiscipline, and increase overall well-being

* Relapse prevention-compassionate approach to
relapse, distress tolerance skills to deal with
triggers

*

1- It will shut off my
strong thoughts and
feelings
2-I can’t sit still to
meditate
3- It’s too serious
4- I want to change my
feelings and thoughts,
not just look at them

1-It teaches attention,
acceptance, and choice
2-Slow the mind and
practice anywhere, any
time
3-Most effective
approach is play –
relieves suffering
4- Awareness and gentle
re-wiring

*De- “Mythifying”
Mindfulness

* Sit in a relaxed position with back straight but not

stiff, feet on floor, arms supported
Soft meditative music helps- always practice in a
quiet private place
* Use a calm, low, peaceful voice for instructions
* Read instructions slowly, pausing wherever you see
three dots… to allow the client to notice and feel
* The ending is like the beginning, with steps
reversed, but more brief
* Practice during every client session and practice on
your own- notice the effects

*

*
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1-Sit quietly…relax naturally without force…
close eyes or pick one spot to focus on
2-Notice sounds around you…inside and outside
the room or building…
3-Notice your body on the chair…feel the
support…
4-Now bring your attention to breathing…don’t
try to change it…just notice breath coming in…
going out…

*

5-Your mind will wander…it’s ok…part of the
practice…when you notice, bring your attention
back to the breath…breathing in and out…
6- Continue for a few more breaths…just noticing
breathing…coming back to the breath when your
mind wanders
7-Now notice your body on chair…sounds around
you… open your eyes… notice the effects of your
practice…share what you noticed when you are
ready

Basic Practice-Follow the
Breath

* Sit with eyes closed… notice sounds around you… notice your body on

*

* Connect with your breath…breathing normally, in and out… invite

*
*

the chair…

your breath lower into your body, from your nostrils… to your throat…
to your chest…to your belly…notice how good that feels…

* Bring to mind a situation that you think about a lot…picture it in

*
*

detail…notice the feelings that go with this situation…if the feelings
are uncomfortable, return your attention to the breath…just notice
the feelings, don’t try to change them…notice where the feelings are
sitting in your body…just notice…
Now shift attention back to breathing for a few breaths…then back to
your situation and feelings…gently shift back and forth…if you get
sidetracked by other thoughts, go back to the breath…
To finish, become aware of yourself on the chair…when you are
ready, open your eyes…notice the effects of practice

*Practice: Allowing

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Sit comfortably…. close your eyes… notice sounds in the room… feel your body on the
chair….
Focus on breathing…in and out… invite your breath to drop into your belly…
Notice thoughts that come into your awareness…they are like clouds floating by…
nothing to do about the thoughts…
Now think of a situation that you would like to change…notice the details…note any
physical sensations and feelings that go with it…
Now imagine the situation moving in a direction you would like better ...imagine what
it will feel like when the answer comes and the problem is solved…
Let yourself enjoy this anticipation…it’s all working out…stay with that feeling…
Ask yourself… is there any action I can take right now to move toward this happy
outcome? There may something or there may be nothing at all for you to do…
It is ok to wait for the answer, it is ok to act when it feels right…… it is ok to focus your
attention on good things that you have right now until it is time to act…
Sit and breathe with what those ideas…you are ok right now…
Feel your body on the chair… when you are ready, open your eyes…notice the effect of
your practice

* Practice: Trusting Yourself

Feelings

* Sit quietly with eyes closed, notice sounds…notice your body on
the chair…just breathe…

* Recall the face of someone who loves you or has loved you…this
may be a person, animal, or spirit…

* Recall what it feels like to be fully accepted, cherished…loved…
enjoy an actual memory or imagine what it would be like to be
loved in the way you want…imagine details and really feel it…

* Now imagine that you could love yourself in this same way…even
if you don’t feel that way now, imagine how nice it would feel…

* Repeat slowly to yourself, “May I be happy…may I be healthy…

may I be peaceful…may I be free…” repeat a few more times…

* Come back to your breath, open your eyes, notice how you feel

* Eat a raisin
* Wake up or fall asleep
* Take a walk* Wash a dish or fold a shirt
* Make a call or send a text
* Take a shower or bath
* Brush your teeth
* Wait in line
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* Use a simple log
* “What did you notice?”
* Expect the best and see the best
* Keep it simple
* “How did your practice go?”
* Give homework and check it
* Prepare yourself to be present
* Practice!

*

*Able to stay present
*Expects and appreciates what is good
*Knows the power of focus and choice
*Encourages individual expression
*Models resilience to stress
*Grows and changes side by side with client
*Practices compassion for self and others
*Cultivates well-being

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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Harbinger.
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*
*
*
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*
*
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* Web Sites
* www.mindful.org
* www.the-guided-meditation-site.com/

Thank You for Attending

mindfulness-exercises

* www.emindfulnessexercises.com
* www.greatergood.berkeley.edu
* www.dailygoodnews.com
* www.smartrecovery.org

Beverly Rivard, LCSW, MAC
Creative Counseling Solutions
beverly@beverlyscreativecounselingsolutions.com
www.beverlyscreativecounselingsolutions.com
www.facebook.com/beverlyscreativecounseling
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Upcoming Webinars

To obtain a CE Certificate for the time you spent
watching this webinar:
1.
2.

Watch this entire webinar.
Pass the online CE quiz, which is posted at
www.naadac.org/mindfulnessandaddiction

3.

If applicable, submit payment for CE certificate
or join NAADAC.

4.

A CE certificate will be emailed to you within 21
days of submitting the quiz.

www.naadac.org/webinars

May 7, 2015

April 9, 2015
3-5pm ET (2 CT/1 MT/12 PT)
Clinical Skills for Group Evidence-Based
Practices

3-5pm ET (2 CT/1 MT/12 PT)
Cultural Humility: Clients in the Five
Current Generations

April 23, 2015

May 21, 2015

3-4:30pm ET (2 CT/1 MT/12 PT)

3-4:30pm ET (2 CT/1 MT/12 PT)

Understanding the New ASAM Criteria

Evidence-Based Solution-Focused Brief
Therapy: Its Effective Use with the Most
Challenging Clients

www.naadac.org/webinars

Free CEs for
Members

Levels:
Professional
Associate
Student

www.naadac.org/
join
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Contact Us!
WEBINAR SERIES
Over 75 CEs of free educational
webinars are available. Education
credits are FREE for NAADAC
members.
MAGAZINE ARTICLES
In each issue of Advances in
Addiction & Recovery, NAADAC's
magazine, one article is eligible for
CEs.
FACE-TO-FACE SEMINARS
NAADAC offers face-to-face
seminars of varying lengths in the
U.S. and abroad.

INDEPENDENT STUDY
COURSES
Earn CEs at home and at your own
pace (includes study guide and
online examination).
CONFERENCES
NAADAC Annual Conference and
Advocacy in Action Conference in
Washington, DC in October 9-13,
2015.

NAADAC
1001 N. Fairfax Street, Ste. 201
Alexandria, VA 22314
phone: 703.741.7686 / 800.548.0497
fax: 703.741.7698 / 800.377.1136
naadac@naadac.org
www.naadac.org/education

NAADACorg

Naadac
NAADAC

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS
Demonstrate advanced education
in diverse topics with the NAADAC
Certificate Programs.
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